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Abstract: Renewable energy sources are gaining popularity, particularly pho-
tovoltaic energy as a clean energy source. This is evident in the advancement
of scientific research aimed at improving solar cell performance. Due to the
non-linear nature of the photovoltaic cell, modeling solar cells and extracting
their parameters is one of the most important challenges in this discipline.
As a result, the use of optimization algorithms to solve this problem is
expanding and evolving at a rapid rate. In this paper, a weIghted meaN oF
vectOrs algorithm (INFO) that calculates the weighted mean for a set of
vectors in the search space has been applied to estimate the parameters of
solar cells in an efficient and precise way. In each generation, the INFO
utilizes three operations to update the vectors’ locations: updating rules, vector
merging, and local search. The INFO is applied to estimate the parameters of
static models such as single and double diodes, as well as dynamic models
such as integral and fractional models. The outcomes of all applications are
examined and compared to several recent algorithms. As well as the results
are evaluated through statistical analysis. The results analyzed supported the
proposed algorithm’s efficiency, accuracy, and durability when compared to
recent optimization algorithms.

Keywords: Photovoltaic (PV) modules; weIghted meaN oF vectOrs
algorithm (INFO); renewable energy; static PV models; dynamic PV models;
solar energy

1 Introduction

Enhancing human life requires energy development and advancement. Therefore, the world’s
focus has switched to renewable energy sources, including wind and solar, with the recent rise in fossil
fuel prices [1]. Solar power is a feasible and promising alternative, and it has risen to prominence
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as one of the main significant forms of renewable energy in recent decades due to its availability,
sustainability, and inexhaustibility [2]. Despite its numerous benefits, solar energy still needs further
research and development to increase its efficiency [3]. So, researchers’ interest in enhancing renewable
energy systems’ efficiency has grown in response to the rising interest in these sources. The development
of an optimum mathematical model that represents the natural photovoltaic system is one of the
most significant challenges for researchers [4]. This is due to the nonlinear properties of solar cells,
so developing these models is a challenge [5]. As a result, accurate modeling of PV modules is essential
to reflect their characteristics for further research [6]. According to scientific research in the field of
PV system modeling, there are several types of PV models that may be used to represent the PV cell
or module [7]. One of these models is the static model, which is considered the basic element of a
photovoltaic system since it relies on the principal features of a photovoltaic cell, which comprises two
semiconductor materials (p-type and n-type) to attain simple PN junction properties [8].

The single diode model (SDM) is the simplest static model, which consists of one diode connected
by series and shunt resistance [9]. By adding an extra diode to the previous model, the double diode
module (DDM) is created, which consists of two diodes connected by a resistor in shunt and another
in series [10]. As a result, it is more intricate than SDM, as the total parameters estimated in DDM are
seven, whereas in SDM they are five [11]. Further effects can be modeled by increasing the number of
diodes, which increases model accuracy [12]. However, the estimated parameters for the model are also
increased, leading to increased model complexity [13]. The three-diode model (TDM) illustrates this
concept. The impact of leakage current and grain boundaries is represented by three diodes in TDM
[14]. Because TDM includes nine estimated parameters, it is regarded as more complicated, even if
it is more accurate. According to the application, the balance between correctness and complexity is
defined [15]. Despite the static model having seen a variety of advancements in the previous studies
and is more representative of the PV system, the load connection, variability, and switch are not
represented. To overcome this problem, the dynamic model, which reflects the load connection in the
model, has been presented in the literature. In the literature, the integer and fractional dynamic models
have been suggested. The most prevalent dynamic model is the integer model, while the fractional
model was established to enhance the integer model’s accuracy [16]. The parameters for each model are
different. These parameters have an impact on the model’s output. The accuracy of the model is directly
affected by the correctness of these parameters, which many scholars have offered to debate. Several
researchers have used optimization approaches to study parameter estimation. An overview of the
optimization techniques used to estimate PV model parameters is proposed in [17]. For optimization
issues, numerical/analytical approaches are used, although these methods produce low-precision
solutions. For these situations, population-based algorithms are extensively used because they are
easier to implement and produce more accurate answers. There are far too many population-based
algorithms to cover in this work, but one example includes the Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO)
algorithm [16], Water Cycle Algorithm (WCA) [18], Enhanced Vibration of Particles System (EVPS)
[19], Harris Hawks Optimization (HHO) [20], Shued Frog Leaping (SFL) algorithm [21]. Logically,
the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem [22] establishes that there is no metaheuristic optimization strategy
that can solve all optimization issues. Per this theorem, an optimizer’s superior performance in a
single category of issues does not ensure similar performance in another. This theorem is at the heart
of a lot of studies in the literature, and it allows researchers to adapt existing approaches to new
sorts of problems. The goal of this research is to provide an effective search technique for estimating
the un-known parameters of PV cells and discussing them through a recent optimizer (INFO). The
presented different models of PV systems such as static models (SDM, and DDM) and different
dynamic models (IOM, and FOM) that are not discussed in other references such as [23]. The INFO
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algorithm has strong performance in parameter optimization, which has been proven in [24]. The
INFO algorithm provides several advantages over other algorithms, including faster convergence
speed, solution accuracy, and balance, as well as excellent performance in parameter optimization
and achieving excellent results in engineering experiments, which has been proven in [24]. Therefore,
all of the above served as the basis and motivation for this study to use INFO to overcome this issue.
This is the basis and motivation for this study to use INFO to overcome this issue. This article’s major
contributions are summarized as follows:

• Estimating the parameters of various PV models, including static and dynamic PV models, using
the INFO algorithm as well as other well-known optimization algorithms.

• On the same data set for the RadioTechnique Compelec (R.T.C) France solar cells, parameters
extracted from another optimization algorithm were compared with the proposed the INFO
algorithm.

• The comparative algorithms were evaluated for their best performance using the best RMSE
values, as well as their convergence and durability curves, to identify which algorithm was the
fastest and most efficient.

• The proposed INFO algorithm’s performance was compared to other algorithms using statis-
tical analysis.

• The efficiency of the proposed INFO was validated by calculating the value of the absolute
error of the current and power at the best root mean square.

The remainder of this work is arranged as follows: The static and dynamic PV models are
presented in Section 2. The INFO algorithm is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the results
and evaluation. The conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2 Photovoltaic Models Analysis

A rigorous determination of the electric properties of the PV device under general ambient
circumstances is necessary for appropriate PV system design [25]. This is accomplished by developing
a precise comparable model for this device. Many mathematical models are suggested in the literature
to describe the functioning and behavior of PV models [16]. The far more prevalent static and dynamic
models are discussed in this section.

2.1 Static Photovoltaic Models

The static PV models SDM and DDM are commonly used to illustrate PV module (I-V) attributes.
Because of its simplicity, SDM is the most often used model [26]. It consists of one diode connected
by series and shunt resistance (Rs, Rsh) to the photo-generated current (Iph), which is expressed by a
current source parallel-connected with the diode. SDM is the simplest model since it just includes five
parameters. Assume x is a model parameters vector x = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) identical to (Rs, Rsh, Iph, Is,

). Fig. 1 depicts the SDM equivalent circuit, which is represented by Eqs. (1) and (2) [27]. Where I is
the solar cell output current, Ish is the shunt current, ID is the diode saturation current, Isd denotes the
reverse saturation current, V is the terminal output voltage, is the ideality factor, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, q is the electronic charge, and T is the cell absolute temperature in K. The DDM is a more
intricate model devised to describe the impact of recombination in the PV cell, and it is accomplished
by adding an additional diode to the SDM circuit, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The DDM contains seven
parameters: x = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7), which are identical to (Rs, Rsh, Iph, Is1, Is2, 1, 2), and expressed
by Eqs. (3) and (4), while the objective functions for both SDM and DDM are expressed by Eqs. (5)
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and (6), respectively [28].

I = Iph − ID − Ish (1)

I = Iph − Isd

[
exp

(
q (V + IRs)

ηKT

)
− 1

]
− (V + IRs)

Rsh

(2)

I = Iph − ID1 − ID2 − Ish (3)

I = Iph − Isd1

[
exp

(
q (V + IRs)

η1KT

)
− 1

]
− Isd2

[
exp

(
q (V + IRs)

η2 × KT

)
− 1

]
− (V + IRs)

Rsh

(4)

fSD (V , I , X) = I − X3 + X4

[
exp

(
q (V + IX1)

X5KT

)
− 1

]
+ (V + IX1)

X2

(5)

fDD (V , I , X) = I −X3 +X4

[
exp

(
q (V + IX1)

X6KT

)
− 1

]
+X5

[
exp

(
q (V + IX1)

X7KT

)
− 1

]
+ (V + IX1)

X2

(6)

Figure 1: SDM equivalent model

Figure 2: DDM equivalent model

2.2 Dynamic Photovoltaic Models

There are two notable dynamic PV models reported in the literature that will be discussed in this
section: the integral and fractional dynamic photovoltaic models.

The integral order dynamic photovoltaic model (IOM) is a dynamic second-order model of the
PV module and its connected load. The static part is minimized to a constant source voltage V and
series resistance Rs, while the dynamic part is expressed by a capacitor C for the capacitance of the
junction and the resistance Rc for the conduction, as displayed in Fig. 3. The inductance of connected
cables is portrayed by the coil inductance L and the load is expressed by RL. IOM’s overall number of
unknown parameters is three (Rc, C, and L). The IOM is expressed by Eqs. (7) and (8).
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iL (s) = VOC

s
a21 (s + b1) + b2 (s − a11)

(s − a22) (s − a11) − a12a21

(7)

(
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⎞
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Figure 3: IOM equivalent model

The fractional-order dynamic photovoltaic model (FOM) was developed to describe fractional
capacitors when Rc has a low value due to real frequency dependence on fractional capacitance
impedance, as shown in Fig. 4. Capacitance and inductance are expressed in fractional order by α

and β respectively. FOM’s overall number of unknown parameters is five (Rc, C, L, α, and β). The
FOM is represented by Eqs. (9) and (10).

iL (s) = VOC

s
a21 (sα + b1) + b2 (sα − a11)

(sβ − a22) (sα − a11) − a12a21

(9)

(
a11 a12

a21 a22

)
=

⎛
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−1
Cα(RC + RS)

−RS
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(
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1
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RC
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⎞
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Figure 4: FOM equivalent model

3 Optimization Methodology

WeIghted meaN oF vectrOrs (INFO) is metaheuristic algorithm that search for the best solutions
based on a calculation of the mean of weights for some vectors in the search area of the problem. The
INFO has three main stages updating rules, vector merging and local search.

3.1 Updating Rules Stage

In this stage new rules have been updated. Firstly, INFO uses some random vectors. To move to
the better solutions, based on the obtained solutions the mean rule between best, better and worst
solutions, is determined as follow:

mean rule = r × WM 1g
l + (1 − r) × WM 2g

l (11)

l = 1, 2, . . . , Np

WM 1g
l = δ

w1 (xa1 − xa2) + w2 (xa1 − xa3) + w3 (xa2 − xa3)

w1 + w2 + w3 + ε
+ ε × rand, (11.1)

l = 1, 2, . . . , Np

where

w1 = cos ((f (xa1) − f (xa2)) + π) × exp
(

− f (xa1) − f (xa2)

ω

)
(11.2)

w2 = cos ((f (xa1) − f (xa3)) + π) × exp
(

− f (xa1) − f (xa3)

ω

)
(11.3)

w3 = cos ((f (xa2) − f (xa3)) + π) × exp
(

− f (xa2) − f (xa3)

ω

)
(11.4)

ω = max (f (xa1) , f (xa2) , f (xa3)) (11.5)

WM 2g
l = δ

w1 (xbs − xbt) + w2 (xbs − xws) + w3 (xbt − xws)

w1 + w2 + w3 + ε
+ ε × rand, (11.6)

l = 1, 2, . . . , Np
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where

w1 = cos ((f (xbs) − f (xbt)) + π) × exp
(

− f (xbs) − f (xbt)

ω

)
(11.7)

w2 = cos ((f (xbs) − f (xws)) + π) × exp
(

− f (xbs) − f (xws)

ω

)
(11.8)

w3 = cos ((f (xbt) − f (xws)) + π) × exp
(

− f (xbt) − f (xws)

ω

)
(11.9)

ω = f (xws) (11.10)

where f (x) is the objective function, a1, a2, a3 and l are unequal integer random values within range
[1, Np]; ε is constant xbs, xbt and xws are best , better and worst solutions respectively for gth generation;
r is random value within range [0, 0.5]; w1, w2 and w3 are three weights used to calculate the mean
weight. The scaling factor of (δ) in the mean rule equation is calculated as follow:

δ = 2β × rand − β (12)

where

β = 2 exp
(

−4 × g
Maxg

)
(12.1)

where Maxg is the maximum number of generations. The acceleration part of convergence (CA) is
described as follow:

CA = randn × (xbs − xa1)

(f (xbs) − f (xa1) + ε)
(13)

where randn is a constant for normal distribution random number. The new vector is calculated as
follow:

Zg
l = xg

l + σ × mean rule + CA (14)

The updating rules through the exploration phase can be described as follow:

if rand < 0.5

Z1g
l = xg

l + σ × mean rule + randn ×
(
xbs − xg

a1

)
(
f (xbs) − f

(
xg

a1

) + 1
)

Z2g
l = xbs + σ × mean rule + randn ×

(
xg

a1 − xg
a2

)
(
f
(
xg

a1

) − f
(
xg

a2

) + 1
)

else

Z1g
l = xg

a + σ × mean rule + randn ×
(
xg

a2 − xg
a3

)
(
f
(
xg

a2

) − f
(
xg

a3

) + 1
)

Z2g
l = xbt + σ × mean rule + randn ×

(
xg

a1 − xg
a2

)
(
f
(
xg

a1

) − f
(
xg

a2

) + 1
)

end (15)
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where Z1g
l and Z2g

l are the new vectors and σ is the scaling factor which can be described as follow:

σ = 2α × rand − α (16)

where

α = c exp
(

−d × g
Maxg

)
(16.1)

where c and d are constants

3.2 Vector Combining

In this stage a selection of new best rules has been implemented by combination between the
last calculated rules (Z1g

l and Z2g
l ). The combination between rules has been implemented based the

following equations:

if rand < 0.5

Ug
l = Z1g

l + μ.
∣∣Z1g

l − Z2g
l

∣∣ (17)

else

Ug
l = Z2g

l + μ.
∣∣Z1g

l − Z2g
l

∣∣ (17.1)

end

else

Ug
l = xg

l (17.2)

end

where the Ug
l is the new obtained rules; μ = 0.5 × randn.

3.3 Local Search

In this stage a deep search has been implemented to search for the global best solution. The deep
search has been implemented based on the following equations:

if rand < 0.5

if rand < 0.5

Ug
l = xbs + randn × (

mean rule + randn × (
xg

bs − xg
a1

))
(18)

else

Ug
l = xrnd + randn × (mean rule + randn × (υ1 × xbs − υ2 × xrnd)) (18.1)

end

end

where

xrnd = φ × xavg + (1 − φ) × (φ × xbt + (1 − φ) × xbs) (18.2)
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where

xavg = xa + xb + x3

3
(18.3)

where φ is a random number within range [0, 1]. xrnd is the new solution; υ1 and υ2 are two random
numbers described as follow:

υ1 =
{

2 × rand if p > 0.5
1 otherwise

}
(18.4)

υ2 =
{

rand if p > 0.5
1 otherwise

}
(18.5)

where p is a random number within range [0, 1]. The flowchart of the INFO algorithm is described in
Fig. 5 [24]:

Figure 5: Weighted mean of vectors (INFO) flowchart
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4 Results and Evaluation

Numerical simulations of the suggested INFO technique for identifying the parameters of both
models (static and dynamic) of the PV module are illustrated in this section through different scenarios.
The outcomes of parameters estimation operation for static SDM and DDM are introduced in
Scenario 1. Scenario 2 shows the outcomes of the dynamic IOM and FOM parameters estimate
operation.

4.1 Scenario_1

This scenario discusses the results and assessment of the procedures for determining the SDM
and DDM parameters of the R.T.C France 57 mm diameter silicon merchant solar cell. The data were
collected from the cell at a temperature of 33°C and at irradiation of 1000 W/m2 [29].

The INFO-based parameters estimate was performed on a MATLAB 2020a platform with an
Intel® core TM i5-4210U CPU running at 1.70 GHz and 8 GB of RAM. The estimating operation
was applied by INFO and compared with some contemporary algorithms. The compared algorithms
were Gradient-Based Optimizer (GBO) [30], Runge Kutta Optimizer (RUN) [31], Harris hawks
optimization (HHO) [32], Moth-Flame Optimization Algorithm (MFO) [17], and Black Widow
Optimization Algorithm (BWOA) [33]. Table 1 illustrates the upper and lower limitations for all
calculated parameters. Table 2 illustrates the control settings and number of population (np) for all
the algorithms that were compared. To compute the best performance of the examined algorithms
and the decision parameters for different PV models. The best RMSE values of the comparative
algorithms have been obtained using the current’s measured actual data (Imeasured) corresponding to
the voltage’s measured actual data (V), and the current’s estimated data (Iestimated,) based on the model
parameter values estimated by all algorithms (X) in Eq. (19). The computed parameters of both SDM
and DDM by INFO and other techniques are displayed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. For SDM,
the best RMSE was shared by the INFO, HHO, and GBO algorithms, followed by the RUN, MFO,
and BWOA algorithms. For DDM, the INFO algorithm had the lowest RMSE, followed by the GBO
method. To identify the fastest and most efficient algorithm, the convergence curve of all studied
methods for SDM is displayed in Fig. 6. The convergence curve of all studied methods for DDM is
displayed in Fig. 7. The INFO attained the best behavior of convergence for DDM, which can be
seen in Fig. 7. To determine the robustness of the suggested method and compared methods, RMSE
data were statistically evaluated to compute the fitness function’s maximum, minimum, standard
deviation, and mean. The accuracy and robustness of any algorithm rely on the minimum and standard
deviation values of root mean square error (RMSE), respectively. Tables 5 and 6 provide the statistical
analysis of 50 independent runs of all examined algorithms for SDM and DDM, respectively, while
Fig. 8 displays their graphical analysis using boxplot illustrations. The INFO has the lowest standard
deviation (STDEV), indicating that it is the most stable and resilient. For a detailed evaluation of the
generated models’ performance based on variables estimated by the examined algorithms. Figs. 9 and
10 demonstrate a comparison between the measured PV characteristic curves for current-voltage and
power-voltage with those estimated by various models for SDM and DDM, respectively. Figs. 11 and
12 also provide further evaluation data for SDM and DDM, respectively, based on the calculation of
current absolute error (Eq. (20)), and power absolute error (Eq. (21)) between the real measured values
(Imeasured, and Pmeasured) and the estimated values (Iestimated, and Pestimated) for current and power, respectively.
According to the outcomes in Figs. 11 and 12, both SDM and DDM respectively achieved an absolute
error of (1.8039425002586E-05 and 5.8081141266486E-06) for power and (8.7697739438952E-05 and
2.823584893851E-05) for current. In the comparison of the preceding figures, the INFO outperformed
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other algorithms, whereas the outcomes for DDM were more accurate than SDM.

RMSE =
√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(Imeasured (V) − Iestimated (V , X))
2 (19)

Current Absolute Error = 2

√∑N

1
(Imeasured − Iestimated)

2 (20)

Power Absolute Error = 2

√∑N

1
(Pmeasured − Pestimated)

2 (21)

Table 1: Upper and lower limitations for all calculated parameters

Parameter Solar cell

Lower limit Upper limit

Rs 0 5
Rsh 0 100
Iph 0 2
Is1 0 1
Is2 0 1

1 1 2
2 1 2

Table 2: The control settings for all examined algorithms

Algorithm Control parameters

INFO nP = 50
GBO nP = 50
RUN nP = 50
HHO nP = 50
MFO SearchAgents_no = 50
BWOA SearchAgents_no = 50

Table 3: The computed parameters and the best RMSE of SDM by INFO and other algorithms

INFO GBO RUN HHO MFO BWOA

Rs (�) 0.036377 0.036377 0.03633 0.036377 0.03529 0.03778
Rsh (�) 53.71852 53.71857 54.1461 53.71852 62.3258 35.1284
Iph (A) 0.760776 0.760776 0.760760463 0.760776 0.7606547 0.761967537
Is (A) 3.23E-07 3.23E-07 3.27E-07 3.23E-07 4.23E-07 2.00E-07

1.476894 1.476894 1.478056573 1.476894 1.504399541 1.430492805
RMSE 0.000986022 0.000986022 0.000986288 0.000986022 0.001112572 0.001616364
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Table 4: The computed parameters and the best RMSE of DDM by INFO and other algorithms

INFO GBO RUN HHO MFO BWOA

Rs (�) 0.036737 0.03673 0.0364 0.0364 0.0390 0.0407
Rsh (�) 55.5077 55.4791 53.5392 53.7799 39.9174 34.8218
Iph (A) 0.760781164 0.760770721 0.760781547 0.760772759 0.761111704 0.761291734
Is1 (A) 2.26E-07 7.34E-07 1.64E-10 3.24E-07 1.00E-10 5.06E-08
Is2 (A) 7.659E-07 2.30E-07 3.21E-07 1.00E-10 1.60E-07 5.06E-08

1 1.446793452 1.999978555 1.664308788 1.477374541 1.461756048 1.368934374
2 2 1.448100029 1.476376557 1.320310478 1.40970895 1.368934374

RMSE 0.000982417 0.000982441 0.000986069 0.000986044 0.001644390 0.002375003

Figure 6: Convergence curves of various investigated algorithms for SDM

Figure 7: Convergence curves of various investigated algorithms for DDM
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Table 5: Statistical evaluation results of all examined algorithms for SDM

Minimum Average Maximum STD

INFO 0.0009860218 0.000986022 0.000986022 1.55E-16
GBO 0.0009860218 0.000986022 0.000986022 3.42E-13
RUN 0.0009862880 0.009577988 0.019319026 0.009033
HHO 0.0009860218 0.024270067 0.077937668 0.020288
MFO 0.0011125725 0.058851477 0.130280742 0.057665
BWOA 0.001616364 0.214006775 0.631660856 0.238922

Table 6: Statistical evaluation results of all examined algorithms for DDM

Minimum Average Maximum STD

INFO 0.0009824174 0.000988565 0.001086498 1.49E-05
GBO 0.0009824416 0.001006707 0.001155556 4.62E-05
RUN 0.0009860696 0.007682565 0.019319108 0.008878
HHO 0.0009860444 0.076143473 0.301799088 0.109198
MFO 0.0016443905 0.017624158 0.064898166 0.020129
BWOA 0.0023750031 4.610135698 24.06121796 9.257751

Figure 8: Boxplot illustrations of all the investigated algorithms, over both SDM and DDM, during
50 separate runs
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Figure 9: Power and current characteristics for computed SDM through all studied algorithms

Figure 10: Power and current characteristics for computed DDM through all studied algorithms
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Figure 11: Power and current absolute error for computed SDM through all studied algorithms

Figure 12: Power and current absolute error for computed DDM through all studied algorithms

4.2 Scenario_2

This scenario focuses on the use of INFO to estimate parameters in both dynamic PV models
(IOM and FOM). Based on a dynamic experimental dataset of the load current for the connected PV
module with load RL = 23.1 � at a temperature of 25°C with an irradiation level of 655 W/m2, the
parameters of both IOM and FOM are extracted [34]. Table 7 illustrates the upper and lower ranges
for all calculated parameters. In Table 8 the three computed parameters for IOM (Rc, C, and L) as well
as the lowest RMSE obtained by all algorithms are presented. Table 9 displays the five estimated FOM
parameters (Rc, C, L, α, and β) as well as the least RMSE achieved by all algorithms. The best RMSE
was shared by all compared algorithms except for BWOA and HHO algorithms. For FOM, the INFO
algorithm had the best RMSE, followed by the RUN and GBO algorithms, respectively. In Figs. 13
and 14, the convergence curves of various investigated techniques for IOM and FOM are displayed to
define which algorithm was the most efficient and rapid. Figs. 15 and 16 exhibit a comparison between
the load current for genuine experimental data with those estimated by all examined techniques for
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IOM and FOM, respectively. Figs. 17 and 18 also provide further evaluation data for IOM and FOM,
respectively, based on the computation of the current absolute error between the real measured values
and the estimated values through all techniques. According to the outcomes in Figs. 17 and 18, current
achieves an absolute error of (1.49374083879827E-06 and 6.67252610941915E-07) for IOM and FOM,
respectively. In the comparison of the preceding figures, the INFO’s performance was superior to other
algorithms, while the outcomes for FOM were more precise than for IOM.

Table 7: Upper and lower limitations for all calculated parameters

Parameter Solar cell

Lower limit Upper limit

Rc 0 20
C 2 × 10−8 6 × 10−5

L 5 × 10−6 100 × 10−6

α 0.8 1.1
β 0.8 1.1

Table 8: The computed parameters of IOM by INFO and other algorithms

INFO GBO RUN HHO MFO BWOA

Rc 6.25532122 6.255321175 6.255337769 6.268927495 6.255319966 6.258014444
C 6.60488E-06 6.60488E-06 6.60495E-06 6.71688E-06 6.60488E-06 6.59687E-06
L 7.47592E-06 7.47592E-06 7.47593E-06 7.47083E-06 7.47593E-06 7.48164E-06
RMSE 0.008484208 0.008484208 0.008484208 0.008485074 0.008484208 0.008484347

Table 9: The computed parameters of FOM by INFO and other algorithms

INFO GBO RUN HHO MFO BWOA

Rc 4.616602265 4.664038126 4.643722956 4.301813578 4.555158073 4.563145703
C 5.78935E-05 3.98567E-05 5.88548E-05 7.03365E-06 3.69534E-05 9.04553E-06
L 1.49343E-05 1.47949E-05 1.47232E-05 4.13127E-05 1.66867E-05 2.31242E-05
α 0.8 0.833910191 0.800033751 0.981235631 0.836855537 0.96514744
β 0.951036417 0.951613678 0.952003715 0.87869385 0.94350963 0.918974121
RMSE 0.007951091 0.007996769 0.007952463 0.009412299 0.008021206 0.008533280
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Figure 13: Convergence curves of various investigated algorithms for IOM

Figure 14: Convergence curves of various investigated algorithms for FOM
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Figure 15: Load current curve for measured data and computed IOM by all investigated algorithms

Figure 16: Load current curve for measured data and computed FOM by all investigated algorithms
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Figure 17: Current absolute error for computed IOM through all studied algorithms

Figure 18: Current absolute error for computed FOM through all studied algorithms

5 Conclusion

This paper offered a new application of the INFO algorithm to precisely and rapidly estimate
and identify parameters of static and dynamic PV models depending on experimental data sets. The
parameters of both static models (SDM and DDM) were estimated using the INFO algorithm, which
used measured data of RTC France’s merchant silicon solar cell with a diameter of 57 mm. Then,
dynamic IOM and FOM models were estimated using the dataset, which was captured from the PV
module at a temperature of 25°C with an irradiance level of 655 W/m2 through a connected load of
RL = 23.1 �.
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The extracted parameters’ purpose in both dynamic and static PV models was to minimize the
root mean square error among the simulated and experimental currents of the merchant solar cell.
The suggested INFO is a modern optimization technique used to minimize the objective function of
photovoltaic parameter extraction and has several advantages, including faster convergence speed,
solution accuracy, and balance. The outputs of the INFO algorithm were studied in a variety of ways
to assess its performance. The algorithm’s accuracy was assessed by calculating the RMSE as well as
the absolute error calculation, then comparing it with other algorithms. The flexibility and durability
of the algorithms were verified by running them 50 times in a row, and the results were evaluated
by statistical analysis. Through the results and analyzes, the proposed INFO algorithm has achieved
more precise and robust results when compared with other contemporary algorithms. Thus, it’s a
suitable option for tackling solar cell system optimization difficulties. In terms of future work, the
INFO approach may be used to determine the PV parameters of any system, making it valuable for
researchers and research investigations in the future.
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